The Babes
What is in the hearts of babes will surely manifest.
Forward motion, moving onward without jest.
Psalm 8 verse 2 and we will invest.
the time, effort, and teachings to assure them peace and rest,
from the false beliefs and foolery, we do confess,
love is not a fairy child with a bow and arrow
and there is no valentine in a day.
These are idols used to brainwash our children in their wicked way.
No, there are no treasures hidden to seek,
nor a dress up Sunday to go hear the pastor speak.
motivational words jumping around like a rehearsal to play.
blasphemy our Lord pretending to be in the spirit that slay.
back flips, falling out as the organs portray
music for the song and dance in church on Easter that is supposed to relay,
a message to celebrate the resurrection of our Christ.
this is a cover up, a strategic plight.
and removes their fight.
for them to live in the light,
it blindsides them with darkness causing an omitting of sight.
and places in the thoughts of our babes lies and mislead them away.
The King was born in the Spring.
and Salvation did accompany His Royal being
we do not reverence him with a hunt under a tree,
by bowing the knee finding prizes hidden secretly
But we do honor him and keep,
the supreme Passover week
removing the leaven instead.
Enjoying bitter herbs and lamb
not bouncing bunnies or colored eggs on glam.
That is their scam.
We will take them back as grabbing horns on the ram.
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Pulling down this corruption that dwells in their heads.
Replacing Godly thoughts before they lay on their beds.
We must earnestly teach.
about The Feast
when mercy was given to our Nation
that is called Purim, a Holy Convocation.
The remembrance of victories
in the Maccabees
and how they stood in Faith.
Now we can show them the righteous way.
as Daniel with Susanna
he stood without delay,
and she hesitated not to pray.
Young David slayed Goliath.
dismayed a bear and a lion.
with little effort or force of trying.
Certainly, God uses our young for His glory.
it is up to us to help them remain.
raising them in the way they should go to sustain.
As they look forward to High Holy Days
Not evil man-made.
Ye they are our future, we must exhort them to be,
Separated and steadfast
confident and contrast
to what the world tries to feed
Standing boldly is a need.
and they can proceed.
to lead
all coming of generations following in this Truth.
As we await entering the kingdom with hopes in our youth.
All Praises to the Heavenly Father
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